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Wind is Energy
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Wind is Energy was developed by 

The NEED Project with funding 

from the American Wind Energy 

Association.

 1 Anemometer
 1 Wind gauge
 1 Wind vane
 36 Pinwheels
 75 Snow cone cups
 1 Compass
 100 Extra-long straws (10”)
 40 Small straws
 1 Box straight pins
 30 Binder clips
 30 Pencils
 Masking tape

Wind is Energy Kit
 30 Student Guides
 50 Dowels
 Cardboard sheets
 2 Tower and base set-ups
 2 Buckets with string
 2 Weightlifter nacelles with 
hubs
 50 Washers
 1 Firefly
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Content Standard A | SCIENCE AS INQUIRY
 Abilities Necessary to Do Scientific Inquiry

 Ask a question about objects, organisms, and events in the environment.
 Plan and conduct a simple investigation.
 Employ simple equipment and tools to gather data and extend the senses.
 Use data to construct a reasonable explanation.
 Communicate investigations and explanations.

Content Standard B | PHYSICAL SCIENCE
 Position and Motion of Objects

 The position and motion of objects can be changed by pushing or pulling. The size of the change is related to the strength of the push or pull.

 Light, Heat, Electricity, and Magnetism
 Electricity in circuits can produce light, heat, sound, and magnetic effects. 

Content Standard D | EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCE
 Changes in the Earth and Sky

 Weather changes from day to day and over the seasons. Weather can be described in measurable quantities, such as temperature, wind 
direction and speed, and precipitation.

Content Standard E | SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
 Abilities of Technological Design

 Identify a simple problem.
 Propose a solution.
 Implementing proposed solutions.
 Evaluate a product or design. 
 Communicate a problem, design, and solution.

 Understanding About Science and Technology
 People have always had questions about their world. Science is one way of answering questions and explaining the natural world.
 People have always had problems and invented tools and techniques (ways of doing something) to solve problems.
 Scientists and engineers often work in teams with different individuals doing different things that contribute to the results.
 Tools help scientists make better observations, measurements, and equipment for investigations. They help scientists see, measure, and do 
things that they could not otherwise see, measure, and do.

Content Standard F | SCIENCE IN PERSONAL AND SOCIAL PERSPECTIVES
 Types of Resources

 Resources are things that we get from the living and nonliving environment to meet the needs and wants of a population.
 Some resources are basic materials, such as air, water, and soil; some are produced from basic resources, such as food, fuel, and building 
materials; and some resources are nonmaterial, such as quiet places, beauty, security, and safety.

 The supply of many resources is limited. If used, resources can be extended through recycling and decreased use.

 Science and Technology in Local Challenges
 People continue inventing new ways of doing things, solving problems, and getting work done. New ideas and inventions often affect other 
people; sometimes the effects are good and sometimes they are bad. It is helpful to try to determine in advance how ideas and inventions 
will affect other people.

Content Standard G | HISTORY AND NATURE OF SCIENCE
 Science as a Human Endeavor

 Science and technology have been practiced by people for a long time. 

 Correlations to National Science Education Standards: Grades K-4
This book has been correlated to National Science Education Content Standards. 

For correlations to individual state standards, visit www.NEED.org
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Wind is Energy Materials

ACTIVITY NAME INCLUDED IN KIT ADDITIONAL MATERIALS NEEDED

Introduction to Wind  Sticky notes
 Chart Paper

Wind Observations  Art supplies

Energy Reinforcement  Markers
 5 Pieces of chart paper

Energy is Work  Pinwheels  Sticky notes

Wind Can Do Work (Part 1 and Part 2)  Binder clips
 Extra-long straws
 Small straws
 Masking tape
 Straight pins

 Foam cups 
 Fans
 Rulers
 Markers
 Hole punch
 Paper clips
 String or thread

Introduction to Blade Investigation and Blade 
Investigation

 Dowels
 Washers
 Masking tape
 Cardboard sheets
 Hubs
 Buckets with string
 Assembled weightlifter turbine towers 
(see page 25)

 Fans
 Chart paper
 Poster board
 Scissors
 Markers
 Rulers
 Alternative blade materials (optional)
 Alternative masses (optional)
 Sticky notes

Wind Can Make Electricity  Firefly  Hula hoop
 Jump rope
 Lamp
 Fan

Measuring the Wind (Parts 1 and 2)  Anemometer
 Wind vane
 Wind gauge
 Compass
 Snow cone cups
 Pencils
 Extra-long straws
 Straight pins
 Masking tape

 Fans 
 Hole punch
 Markers
 Watches or stopwatches
 Sticky notes
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Differentiating Instruction K-2

Students’ abilities in kindergarten through second grade are varied, as are the abilities of individual students within each classroom. Here 
are some suggestions for using this curriculum across the K-2 setting.

Reading 
The student text for Wind is Energy can be found in the Teacher Guide. Depending on your students’ reading level you may want to make a 
master copy to read aloud to your class. You can also download the Teacher Guide from www.NEED.org and project the text onto a screen 
that the entire class can see. Older children may be able to read the text independently.

Writing

Kindergarten 
As much as possible, students should be interacting with materials and investigating individually or with partners. Students can each 
have their own guide or notebook, or teachers may choose to create a classroom guide or science notebook. Drawing scientific or realistic 
pictures should be modeled to the students and attempted in their work. Students should be encouraged to label pictures with as many 
sounds as they can hear, even if this is only the initial consonant at first. Students’ individual observations can be glued into a classroom 
notebook made of large construction paper or chart paper. The teacher should write a summary sentence or two in the class science 
notebook based on the students’ discussion and observations. While the teacher can assess students’ pictures, listening to students to gauge 
their understanding is important. Parent volunteers can be a valuable resource during this unit, helping with investigation management, 
preparing materials, and being a scribe for students.

First Grade
Depending on the time of year that you teach this unit, you may find yourself using some of the kindergarten strategies or moving toward 
second grade strategies. In general, students should be able to follow directions and work independently or with partners on investigations. 
Each student should have his or her own guide or science notebook and be encouraged to communicate his or her thinking in pictures 
and words, although allowing dictation for non-writers is appropriate. Pictures should be realistic in nature and include labels as needed. It 
is suggested that teachers create a word wall with pertinent vocabulary for the unit that students can use as a resource. Parent volunteers 
continue to be a good support for investigation management and preparing materials.

Second Grade
As second graders become more comfortable with the inquiry process, teachers are encouraged to extend the investigations further, 
exploring student generated questions. Second graders should be given more opportunities to record measurable data and units such as 
the mass that can be lifted, not just the number of objects. With direction, students will also be able to be more independent in making 
windmills, anemometers, and blades that they will be testing throughout the unit.

Wind Writing Introduction
Have students start thinking about wind by integrating it into your writing unit. Depending on whether you are focusing on fiction or 
nonfiction you may want to use one of the following prompts:

Personal Narrative: Tell me about a windy day. Describe how you knew it was windy. What did you see? How did it feel? What did you do 
on this windy day? How did it make you feel?

Fictional Narrative: One day you are walking in the park when all of a sudden a strong gust of wind comes and picks you up off of your 
feet. Write a story about the adventure the wind takes you on.

Science Notebooks
Throughout this curriculum, science notebooks are referenced. Science notebooks are a place for students to record their thinking. Over 
the course of this unit, pages may get ripped, folded, or spilled on, and this is okay! It is a sign of a real scientist at work! The worksheets 
in the Wind is Energy Student Guide are presented in a science notebook format specifically tailored for the Wind is Energy unit. You may 
choose to give students the whole guide as their notebook, or copy single pages to fit your needs. Included on page 20 is a Science 
Notebook Skills Checklist. Carrying the checklist with you as you circulate among your students will allow you to take notes for formative 
assessment and guide your conversation with students as you help them become more confident scientists.
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Activity 1: Introduction to Wind

?    Question

What do you think you know about the wind?

  Materials

 Student Guides
 Chart paper
 Sticky notes

 Time

 30 Minutes

 Preparation

1. If your students are readers, copy pages 38-64 so they can have their own books to read along with you, or independently, throughout 
this unit. You may also choose to download and/or print pages 37-63 for projecting in your classroom.

2. Create a weather observation calendar for the class to use. There is a blank calendar on page 21 that you can enlarge and hang in your 
classroom. Students have their own personal calendars in the Student Guide on page 3.

3. Masters of wind formation, windmills and wind turbines, and transporting electricity can be found on pages 34-37. Use these with your 
students to review important concepts. Copy or project as needed.

4. Fold a piece of chart paper in half. On one side write, “What I Think I Know” and on the other side write, “New Learning.”  This will become 
your class ideas chart.

 Procedure

1. Begin by having students brainstorm different weather related vocabulary. Add these words to a class word wall. Show students the 
classroom calendar and their personal calendars in their Student Guides. Assist students with numbering the calendar boxes to match 
the month you are in. Each day students should record their weather observations on their calendars.

2. Let students know that you are going to spend some time focusing on the wind. Ask the students what they think they know about 
the wind. Write each idea on a sticky note and attach it to the “What I Think I Know” side of the ideas chart. If your students are writers 
you may give them each 1-3 sticky notes and have them write independently and then put up their thinking on the class ideas chart.

3. Read Wind on pages 39-43 of the Teacher Guide.

4. Ask students if they learned anything new. If they did, write new learning on sticky notes and attach to the “New Learning” side of the 
class ideas chart. You may also choose to have students record any items they learn on sticky notes as you are reading.

Activity 2: Wind Observations

?    Question

What evidence is there that the wind is blowing?

  Materials

 Student Guides
 Art supplies
 Windy day

 Time

 45 Minutes

Teacher Guide
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 Procedure

1. Brainstorm with the class ways that they can tell the wind is blowing.

2. Instruct students that they are going to go outside and look for evidence that the wind is blowing. On page 4 in their Student Guides, 
students should draw scientific illustrations or sketches (a quick illustration).

3. Teach students the difference between a scientific illustration and a picture. When scientists observe they draw what is real. They do 
their best to make the scientific illustration look like what they are seeing. If you are letting your students use colored writing utensils 
remind them that scientists use colors that are real. If they see green grass they would draw green grass, even if their favorite color is 
purple.

4. Remind students the boundaries and rules for going outside and set a time limit for how long they have to observe.

5. When you return to the classroom, let students share their evidence with a partner. Find two or three samples of good scientific 
illustrations and observations and have these students share with the class.

ALTERNATIVE: If you cannot take your class outside or the weather is not cooperating, find a video or web clip of a windy day that your 
students can watch to find evidence.

Activity 3: Writing About the Wind

?    Question

What evidence did you find that proved the wind was blowing?

  Materials

 Student Guides

 Time

 45 Minutes

 Procedure

1. Review with students the evidence they found that the wind was blowing. Did the evidence show that the wind was strong or light? 
Fast or slow? Talk about word choice for describing the wind. Vocabulary might include breezy, blustery, gusty, or stormy, and should 
be added to your word wall.

2. On page 5 of their Student Guides, have students write about the observations they made. Model for the students how you would write 
about your observations. The following starter may be helpful to share with your students: 

         I observed a windy day. The wind was blowing (description of wind’s movement/strength). I know this because ____________________.

3. Circulate around the room and help students as needed. Be on the lookout for some good examples of how scientists write about their 
observations. 

4. When time is up, ask the two or three students who met your criteria to share their writing with the whole class. Highlight what you 
liked about their observational writing and let students know that you’ll be looking for other people’s work to share next time.

5. Read Wind Causes Change on pages 43-44 of the Teacher Guide to the class. Have students share with a neighbor what they think 
energy is. Let students know that tomorrow they will be learning more about energy.
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Activity 4: Energy

?    Question

How do we use energy?

  Materials

 Student Guides
 Sticky notes
 Class ideas chart from Activity 1

 Time

 30 Minutes

 Procedure

1. Ask students what they think of when they hear the word “energy.” Have a brief discussion about their ideas. 

2. Read the sections on Energy, the Conservation of Energy, and Energy Transformations, pages 46-49 in the Teacher Guide, aloud to the 
class. Emphasize to the students that energy is light, sound, heat, motion, growth, and that it runs machines. Ask students for any new 
learning and add it to the class ideas chart on sticky notes.

3. Introduce students to page 6 in their Student Guides. In each section, students should identify objects that demonstrate the energy 
form listed. Take the students on an “energy search” in the classroom and around school. Have students record objects that fit into each 
category in their Student Guides. Encourage students to observe energy taking place outside as well. 

4. Allow students to share their findings with a partner.

OPTIONAL: Assign students to do an energy search at home with their families. Make copies of page 22 in the Teacher Guide to send home 
with students.

Activity 5: Energy Reinforcement

?    Question

How do we use energy?

  Materials

 Student Guides
 5 Large pieces of chart paper
 Markers

 Time

 30 Minutes

 Preparation

1. Each piece of paper will represent a different form of energy. On each piece of paper write one of the following sentences:
 Energy is light.
 Energy is heat.
 Energy is sound.
 Energy is motion and growth.
 Energy runs machines.
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 Procedure

1. Divide the class into five groups. Each group will focus on one form of energy. Instruct students that they are going to create a poster 
sharing all of the different objects that demonstrate the form of energy written on their paper. They can use their energy search from 
the previous activity and their homework to assist them.

2. Give students time to work in their groups to create posters. When all of the groups are done, have students share their posters. Hang 
these in the classroom or hallway to remind students of how energy plays a part in everyday life.

Activity 6: Energy is Work

?    Question

What makes the pinwheel spin?

  Materials

 Student Guides
 Pinwheel for each student
 Sticky notes
 Class ideas chart

 Time

 45 Minutes

 Procedure

1. After reviewing with students the different forms of energy, read Energy is Work, Wind Can Do Work, and The Wind’s Energy on pages 50-
55 in the Teacher Guide to the class. Ask students for any new learning and add it to the class ideas chart, using sticky notes.

2. Bring out a pinwheel and ask students how the pinwheel works. Take multiple suggestions. Each time ask where the energy came from 
to make it work. For example, if the students tell you to blow on it, ask students where you got the energy to blow air on it. (You have 
energy because of the food you ate.) Where did the food get its energy from? (The sun. If the students talk about eating meat, then the 
animal got its energy from plants, which got their energy from the sun.)  

3. Give each student a pinwheel. Challenge them to find as many different ways to make the pinwheel work as they can. Have them record 
notes on page 7 of their Student Guides about what they tried. 

4. After allowing time for exploration, let students share what they tried. Again, try to have them trace the energy used to make the 
pinwheel spin back to the original source. Most of the ways they will get the pinwheel to move in the classroom will involve something 
the student does, which can be traced back to food and the sun. If you have a fan that students used to spin the pinwheel, they may be 
able to trace the energy back to electricity. If they cannot go any farther, that is okay. 

5. If wind has not been brought up as a source to make the pinwheel spin, guide them to this idea. Ask how the pinwheel could spin 
without them touching it. When they say wind, emphasize that the wind is turning the pinwheel, it is doing work, and the wind is 
energy.
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Activity 7: Wind Can Do Work, Part 1

?  Question

What will happen when wind blows into the windmill?

!   Caution

Straight pins used in this activity have sharp points. Use caution and monitor student use.

 Materials FOR EACH WINDMILL

 Time

 60 Minutes

 Preparation

1. Gather fans (they do not all have to be the same size), cut 50 cm lengths of string or thread for each windmill that is being made, cut the 
extra long straws into 8 cm lengths, and pre-assemble one windmill to use as an example, using the instructions on page 23.

NOTE: The windmill is fairly simple, but it does have multiple steps to put it together. Recruit parent volunteers or older students to help 
out. Teachers of younger students might even choose to pre-assemble the windmill, so students can go right to testing.

 Procedure

1. Show students your windmill. Ask, “What will happen when wind blows into the windmill?” Students should write predictions on page 
8 of their Student Guides.

2. Turn on the fan. Have students record their observations in their Student Guides on page 8.

3. Review with students the concept that wind can do work and tell students that they are going to build windmills to test how much work 
the wind can do. Let students know that they will use moving air made by a fan since you’re testing the windmills inside the classroom.

4. Introduce the vocabulary: blades, shaft (the small straw that spins), tower (the cup), and load (the paper clips). Write these words on 
the board, or add them to a word wall.

5. Point out the straight pins you used to hold the blades and straw in place. Talk about the safety needed when using straight pins. They 
are sharp and students need to use them appropriately. Once the pins are properly placed, wrap the end with masking tape.

6. Project or copy the directions on page 23. Have students construct windmills using the directions. Students should get to the point 
where one paper clip is tied to the end of the string. 

7. On page 9 in their Student Guides, have students draw a diagram of the windmill and label the parts. 

8. Students can try their windmill using the fan as a wind source. They should not add an extra load (paper clips) at this point.

9. Inform students that they will test their windmills tomorrow.

 Foam cup
 Extra-long straw*
 Small straw
 2 Pieces of masking tape
 1 Small binder clip
 50 cm of String or thread
 1 Straight pin
 Paper clips
 Wind Can Do Work worksheet and 4-Blade Windmill Template 

(Teacher Guide pages 23-24)
 Hole punch
 Fan
 Student Guide
 Ruler
 Marker

*Note: The extra long straw is long enough for two windmills, when 
cut in half
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Activity 8: Wind Can Do Work, Part 2

?    Question

How many paper clips can the wind lift to the top of the windmill?

  Materials

 Student Guides
 Assembled windmill
 Paper clips
 Fans

 Time

 60 Minutes

 Procedure

1. Using page 10 in their Student Guides, students will investigate how many paper clips their windmills can lift.

2. Review the activity page with the students. Before testing, everyone should write a prediction. 

3. Talk to the students about keeping a data table to organize their observations. One has been started for them.

4. Discuss with students that the paper clips need to be lifted to the top of the shaft (straw). If the paper clips cannot make it to the top, 
the load is too heavy.

5. Show students how to bend one end of the base paper clip (the one tied to the string) so it looks like a hook. They can slide the load 
paper clips onto the base paper clip. 

6. When students are done testing, have students compare results. Why might some of the results be different? 

 Math Connection

Have students add paper clips in multiples of 2, 3, 4, or 5. If the students reach a point where adding 5 paper clips is too many, they can 
remove paper clips one at a time to find the maximum number of paper clips.

OPTIONAL: Rather than counting how many paper clips the windmill can lift, find the mass of one paper clip and have students record 
how much mass the windmill is lifting.

Activity 9: Introduction to Blade Investigation

?    Question

How many washers can my blade design lift? OR, How much mass can my blade design lift?

(See page 29 in the Teacher Guide for notes about differentiating this investigation.)

  Materials

 Student Guides
 Weightlifter turbine tower (assembled)
 Poster board
 Washers
 1 Fan
 Dowels
 Masking tape
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 Time

 45 Minutes

 Preparation

1. Construct the weightlifter tower using the directions on pages 26-27 of the Teacher Guide. Make three blades out of poster board using 
the blade pattern on page 28. Gather materials that can be used as blades, for example, poster board, paper plates, paper cups, or 
aluminum pie pans. Some blade materials are provided in your kit.

 Procedure

1. Select one of the questions to investigate (from page 12) and have students record it on page 11 of their Student Guides.

2. Show students the weightlifter turbine. Have students compare this windmill to the one they built in the previous investigation. What 
is the same? What is different? Have students draw a diagram of the weightlifter turbine in their Student Guides on page 11 and label 
the following parts: blades, hub, shaft, tower, load.

3. Ask how many washers (or how much mass) students think your blade design can lift. Write predictions on the board and test your 
design. Discuss with students what it means for the load to be lifted. In order to have a fair test and be able to compare results, 
everyone needs to agree on how high the load needs to be lifted. Rather than having the load lifted all of the way to the spool, you 
may want to incorporate measurement by having the load lifted a specific height.

4. After you have completed the demonstration, talk with students about what they could change about the blades to try to produce 
more work. Examples: size of blade, shape of blade, number of blades, blade materials.

5. Have students sketch some design ideas individually on the top of page 12 in their Student Guides.

6. Put students in small groups and have them work together to discuss and choose a blade design that they will test. Each student 
should draw the group’s design on the bottom of page 12 in his or her Student Guide.

Activity 10: Blade Investigation

?    Question

How many washers can my blade design lift? OR, How much mass can my blade design lift?

  Materials

 Student Guides
 Weightlifter turbine towers (assembled)
 Blade materials (cardboard and/or alternative)
 Washers (or alternative masses)
 Scissors
 Fans
 Chart paper
 Masking tape
 Dowels

NOTES: 

 Students may decide to try alternative blade materials. Blades can be made from many items other than the included cardboard or 
poster board. Other options include paper plates, foam, plastic, and wood. Students should be monitored when cutting out their blades, 
regardless of chosen material.
 Your kit comes with washers to use as masses for these investigations. Any mass set could be used as an alternative, as well as other 
identical items such as pennies, nuts, screws, or new crayons.
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 Time

 45-60 Minutes

 Preparation

1. Create a class data table to hold results. Get a long piece of chart paper and create three columns. There should be as many rows as 
there are blade design groups. The cells should be large enough for each group to tape one of their blades directly to the table. The 
first column should be “Names” so students can write their names. Label the second column “Blade Design.” The third column should be 
“Results.” Let students know that today they will be making their blades and testing them on the weightlifter turbine. 

 Procedure

1. The hub on this turbine is connected to the shaft and cannot be taken off. Show students how to loosen the hub to take out and put 
in blades. The hub should not be taken apart completely, just enough to get the dowel in and out of the slots. Assigning a parent 
volunteer or one student to be in charge of switching blades for every group may be helpful.

2. Before constructing blades, students should write the question they will be investigating (from page 12 of the Teacher Guide) in their 
Student Guides on page 13. Then, they should write a prediction about how many washers or how much mass can be lifted. Students 
should also create a data table on page 13 or 14, or glue one in that you have prepared for them. A sample can be found on page 29 of 
the Teacher Guide.

3. Students construct blades using the design that their group decided on.

4. When groups are done constructing blades, they test their blades and record data in their Student Guides on page 13-14. 

5. Remind students that there are only two towers and many groups. Students will have to wait their turn to test their blades. As they wait, 
they should watch other groups to see what results they get. What do they notice about other blade designs? Why are some designs 
able to do more work than others?

6. After testing their blades, groups should tape one of their blades to the class chart and record their final result. 

7. For the next activity, students will be graphing the class results of the investigation, so it will be helpful if they each have their own copy 
of the data table to refer to when making their graph. If possible, take a picture of the class chart so that all of the data can be seen. Or, 
if pictures aren’t possible, type up the information from the data table and print off tables for everyone. 

Activity 11: Blade Investigation Graphing

?    Question

How many washers did each blade design lift? OR, How much mass did each blade design lift?

  Materials

 Student Guides
 Copies of the class data table

 Time

 45 Minutes

 Procedure

1. Have students look over the class data table. Discuss what patterns they see as they look at the blade designs and the results. What do 
the blades have in common that lifted the biggest load? How are blades that lifted the smallest loads similar? 

2. Using the data gathered during the blade investigation, students should graph the class results on page 15 in their Student Guides. 
Lead students through creating a graph based on their graphing experience. If your students are unfamiliar with graphing you may 
decide to create one class graph; other classes may be ready for students to graph independently.

OPTIONAL INVESTIGATION EXTENSION: Ask students what they would change about their blade design based on what they have 
learned. Let students redesign their blades and test again seeing if they can improve their results.
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Activity 12: Wind Can Do Work Conclusion

?    Question

How does wind do work?

  Materials

 Student Guides

 Time

 45 Minutes

 Procedure

1. Have students look over their notes and data from their investigations. Ask the students the following questions: How does wind do work? 
What were some of the things you learned? How much work did the windmill do? Is the wind a good source of energy to do work? Why 
or why not?

2. On page 16 in their Student Guides, students should write a conclusion based on their investigations. Model for students how you would 
write a conclusion, asking for their input. 

3. As students write, circulate around the room looking for two or three students whose work you can highlight. When students are done 
writing, have those students who wrote strong conclusions share with the class. Afterwards, let everyone else partner share.

Activity 13: Wind Can Make Electricity

?    Question

How is electricity generated?

NOTE: Electricity is a difficult concept and not one that needs to be mastered at this level. The important ideas are that electricity is used to 
power devices and machines, and that we have to make (generate) electricity. One way we can do this is with wind’s energy.

  Materials

 Hula hoop
 Jump rope
 Fan
 Lamp
 Sticky notes
 Class ideas chart
 Firefly (assembled)

 Time

 30 Minutes

 Preparation

Assemble the Firefly using the attached instructions. Instructions can also be found on page 25 of the Teacher Guide.

 Procedure

1. Before reading, remind students to be thinking of what information is new to them as they listen to the text. Read the sections Wind Can 
Make Electricity and Wind Turbines on pages 56-59 of the Teacher Guide. Ask students to share their new learning and add it to the class 
ideas chart.

2. After reading, review the work students observed the windmills doing in their investigations.  Discuss that motion energy in the wind can 
do other kinds of work besides lifting – it can make electricity. Demonstrate the Firefly and have students make observations.  Ask them 
to describe how they know the Firefly is doing work. Ask them to describe what kinds of work the Firefly is doing.
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3. Explain to students how the Firefly works and clear up any misconceptions.  The Firefly uses the wind energy from the fan to turn the 
blades.  The blades are connected to a generator that makes electricity, just like in a power plant. The electricity travels through wires 
to the LED light bulb and makes it light up, causing the Firefly to glow.

4. Use the Electricity Modeling simulation on page 32 of the Teacher Guide to help students gain a more tangible understanding of 
electricity generation. 

WRITING INTEGRATION PROMPT: How is the wind used to generate electricity? Students should write a sequential piece explaining how 
wind energy produces electricity, paying special attention to transitions in their writing.

Activity 14: Measuring the Wind, Part 1

?    Question

What tools are used to measure the wind?

 Materials

FOR THE CLASS                            FOR EACH ANENOMETER

 Time

 45-60 Minutes

 Preparation

1. Prepare the snow cone cups. For each anemometer being made you will need one snow cone cup with four holes and the tip cut off, 
and four snow cone cups with two holes directly across from each other. See the diagram on page 29.

2. Make copies of the Wind Speed Table master (Teacher Guide page 30) and cut out the tables so that each student will have one table.

 Procedure

1. Read Wind Farms and Ocean Wind Farms (Teacher Guide pages 60-62) to your students. Ask students to share any new learning and add 
it to the class ideas chart. 

2. Show students the anemometer, wind vane, and wind gauge and review with them how each item works to measure wind.

3. Today students will be making their own anemometers. Go over the materials they will need and how to construct the anemometer, 
using the instructions master on page 29.

4. When students are done making the anemometer, they can test it with the fan. They should then set them in a safe place to use the next 
day.

5. On page 17 in their Student Guides, students should draw a diagram of the wind vane and anemometer. Students should label the 
pictures and explain what each tool measures.

6. Students should tape a Wind Speed Table to page 18 of their Student Guides that they can flip up and down to reference for tomorrow’s 
activity.

 Anemometer
 Wind vane
 Wind gauge
 Compass
 Fans
 Student Guide

 Wind Speed Tables master
 Building an Anemometer 
worksheet (Teacher Guide 
page 30)
 Sticky notes
 Class ideas chart

 5 Snow cone cups
 Pencil
 2 Extra-long straws
 1 Straight pin

 Hole punch
 Marker
 Masking tape
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 Student Guides
 Student-made anemometers
 Wind vane
 Compass

 Wind gauge
 Anemometer
 Windy day
 Watches with second hands or stopwatches

Activity 15: Measuring the Wind, Part 2

?    Question

Does the wind blow the same speed in different locations?

 Materials

 Time

 30 Minutes

 Procedure

1. Let students know that they are going to go outside and measure wind direction and speed around the school grounds. They will all 
be using the anemometers they made, and they will also get a chance to try the anemometer and wind gauge that came in the kit. 

2. Talk about different locations to measure the wind. Ask students, “Will the wind blow the same speed in different locations around the 
school? Why?” Students should write a prediction in their Student Guides on page 18.

3. Take the students outside. As a class, begin by using the compass to set the wind vane pointing in the right direction. Have students 
record the direction that the wind is blowing from on page 18 of the Student Guide. (Tip: It will help to put the wind vane up off of the 
ground with nothing blocking the air around it. Try to find a fence post or part of the playground equipment. If you set it on the ground 
be careful that the students are not crowding around it and blocking the wind.)

4. Have students use their anemometers to measure the wind in at least three different locations and record data on page 19 of their 
Student Guides. While students are working, also let them try the wind gauge.

5. Return to the classroom and talk about the results. Were students surprised by anything? Do students think the wind speed and 
direction will be the same tomorrow?

OPTIONAL: Have students measure wind speed and direction at different times of the day and/or over multiple days. Add this information 
to the class and personal weather calendars. As they look over the data students should look for any patterns. Does the wind blow 
consistently in your location?
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Activity 16: Wind Conclusion

?    Question

Would the school property be a good place to put up a wind turbine?

  Materials

 Student Guides
 Sticky notes
 Class ideas chart

 Time

 30 Minutes

 Procedure

1. Read Wind is Clean and Renewable (Teacher Guide pages 63-64).

2. Ask students to share any final new learning with the class and add it to the class ideas chart. Look over everything that was learned 
and go over any questions that remain.

WRITING INTEGRATION PROMPT: Would the school property be a good place to put up a wind turbine, why or why not? 

1. Discuss as a class, and/or have students respond to the question in writing. There is a writing page on page 33 in the Teacher Guide for 
this assignment. 

2. The following writing prompt may also be helpful for beginning writers: 
“I think the school would be a __________________ place to put a wind turbine because ________________________.”

Activity 17: Wind Reflection and Assessment

?    Questions

What did you learn about wind and energy?

What are you still wondering about?

  Materials

 Student Guides

 Time

 30 Minutes

 Procedure

1. Students should reflect on their learning about wind using pages 20-23 in their Student Guides.

2. Have students share their learning in partners or small groups.

3. Evaluate the unit using the Evaluation Form on page 67 and return it to The NEED Project.
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The books listed below are great ways to introduce your students to wind energy through stories and pictures. Some of the books introduce 
students to wind through experiments and observations, others through tales and myths. These books are a great way to combine literacy 
development and wind energy. For more suggestions, visit www.KidWind.org, or check out NEED’s Energy Booklist at www.NEED.org for 
other titles.

KidWind Children’s Book Bibliography on Wind

Stories, Myths, and Folktales
When the Wind Stops by Charlotte Zolotow
Beautiful illustrations and poetic lyrics celebrate the cycle of life in this book. A young child learns that the wind never 
stops; it is just blowing somewhere else. Similarly, the rain goes back to the clouds to create new storms, the waves fold 
back to the sea, and the day is always beginning somewhere and ending somewhere at the same time. 

Willa and the Wind by Janice del Negro
Based on a Norwegian folktale, this fun story is about a bold and courageous woman named Willa, and the mischievous 
north wind named Old Windy. Old Windy stole Willa’s cornmeal, but he repays her in the form of several magic gifts. 
Though a greedy innkeeper tries to steal her gifts, Willa ends up getting the best of him! 

The Wind Blew by Pat Hutchins
Another fun story about a mischievous, trouble-making wind. The wind blew so hard it stole an umbrella, a balloon, 
scarves, letters, and even a judge’s wig! It mixed everything up and dropped them all down upon their dismayed owners. 
The rhymes and amusing illustrations make this a fun read. 

One Leaf Rides the Wind by Celeste Mannis
Based on the peace and tranquility of the Japanese garden, this book helps readers learn to count (1-10). It is written in 
the style of Haiku poetry, with simple, easy to read poems. The illustration is wonderful, and footnotes on each page help 
introduce readers to various aspects of traditional Japanese culture. 

Mirandy and Brother Wind by Patricia McKissack
An old saying suggests that whoever can catch the wind can make it do their bidding. In this story, a young girl named 
Mirandy is determined to catch the wind and make him be her dance partner at the junior cakewalk. While looking into 
America’s past, this book is full of imagination and originality. 

Millicent and the Wind by Robert Munsch
Millicent is a young girl who lives on a mountaintop with her mother. It took three whole days to walk to the valley where 
the other children lived, so Millicent had no friends. She becomes friends with the wind, and they play games and have fun 
together. Finally, the wind helps to bring Millicent a real friend. 

Wind Child by Shirley Rousseau Murphy
This is the story of a young woman who is not a normal mortal, for she is the daughter of the wind itself. Though she is very 
lonely, she has learned to weave the most magnificent cloth by capturing the beauty of the wind. This talent brings true 
love to her, and she is no longer lonely. 

One Windy Wednesday by Phyllis Root
The wind blew so hard this Wednesday that it blew the quack right out of the duck! It blew the moo out of the cow, and 
even the oink out of the pig! They all got mixed up until the wind died down and Bonnie Bumble could set things right. 

Wind Says Goodnight by Katy Rydell
A child cannot fall asleep with the mockingbird singing, a frog strumming, a moth dancing, and the moon shining bright. 
With the help of the wind, the animals, insects, and the sky all quiet down to help the young girl sleep. 

Henry and Mudge and the Wild Wind by Cynthia Rylant
Henry and Mudge have many adventures together. In this book, a wild wind starts to come up, and they know they’d 
better get inside before a big thunderstorm comes. They have adventures inside while they wait out the thunderstorm. 
Good for young, independent, developing readers. 
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Science Notebook Skills Checklist

Designed to be a formative assessment tool, you may find this checklist useful as you work with students. Put all of your students' names 
down the left hand side. When you look at a child's Student Guide or science notebook and see a skill demonstrated, put a dot in the box. 
Decide how many times (typically 3–5) you want to see the student use the skill independently before checking off the box as a sign that 
the student has mastered this skill.
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Date ___________________________________________

Question: How do we use energy at home? 
Energy is 
light.

Energy is 
sound.

Energy is 
heat.

Energy is motion
and growth.

Energy runs 
machines.

Energy Search
OFF

y is 
.

i
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?    Question

How many paper clips can the wind lift to the top of the windmill?

  Materials

Wind Can Do Work

 4-Blade Windmill Template
 1 Extra long straw
 1 Small straw
 Masking tape
 50 cm String or thread
 Paper clips
 Large foam cup

 1 Straight pin
 Binder clip
 Fan
 Ruler
 Hole punch
 Marker

 Procedure

1. Turn the cup upside down. 

2. Tape the bigger straw (that your teacher has cut) flat to the bottom of the cup. 
There should be an equal amount of straw on both ends. Set this aside.

3. Make the windmill blades using the 4-Blade Windmill Template. 

4. Measure 1 cm from the end of the small straw and make a mark with your marker. 
Insert a pin through the small straw at this mark. This is the front of the straw. 
Cover the sharp end of the pin with tape.

5. Slide the small straw through the windmill blades until the back of the blades rest against the pin. 
Gently slide each blade over the end of the straw. Secure the blades to the straw using tape. 

6. Insert the small straw into the regular straw on the cup. 

7. Tape the string to the end of the small straw. Tie the other end of the string to a paper clip. Make sure 
you have 30 cm of string from the straw to the top of the paper  clip.

8. On the very end of the small straw near where the string is attached, fasten a binder clip in place for 
balance and to keep the string winding around the straw.

9. Investigate: Keep adding paper clips one at a time to find the highest number it can lift all of the way 
to the top. Record your data.
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4-Blade Windmill Template

 Procedure

1. Cut out the square.

2. Cut only on the dotted, diagonal lines.

3. Punch out the four black holes along the side (being careful to not rip the edges) and the black hole in the center.

4. Follow the directions on the Wind Can Do Work worksheet to complete the windmill.
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Turbine Assembly

 For Each Tower You Will Need
 3 Legs
 1 Center hub
 1 Locking disc
 1 Wood tower
 Nacelle (pre-assembled)
 Gears
 12 Hole crimping hub
 Blades

Tower Assembly

1. Lock one leg onto the center hub.

2. Attach the two other legs in the same way.

3. Slide the locking disc onto the tower about 3 inches.

4. With the teeth of the locking disc pointing down, insert the tower into the center hub, 
locking the tower in place.

1.

3.

2.

4.

Leg

Center Hub

Locking Disc

Tower
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Weightlifter Nacelle
1. These nacelles come pre-assembled with a spool on one end of the shaft.  Tie 

string through the bucket and attach it to the spool. There should be enough 
string so that the bucket can rest on the floor or table without any slack in the 
string. 

2. Test the efficiency of the blades by adding mass (washers) to the bucket and 
seeing how much the wind turbine can lift.

Adding the Hub and Blades
1. The HEX shaped driveshaft allows you connect the Hex-Lock to the driveshaft. If 

you mount your gears or a weightlifting spool on the back of the nacelle, it will not 
slip on the driveshaft.

2. Turn the knob on the front of the hub to loosen the two hub sides. Do not turn the 
knob too far or the hub will separate completely.

3. Place the blades into the slots. Tighten the hub to hold the blades in place.

Weightlifter Nacelle

Hub

Hub Quick-Connect
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TRIAL

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

The blade design investigation can be customized to meet the needs of the students in your classroom. Choose a question for your students 
to investigate.

1. How many washers will our blade design be able to lift to the top of the weightlifter turbine?

OR

2. How much mass will our blade design be able to lift to the top of the weightlifter turbine?

Students can copy the question into their Student Guides, or you can type up the question and give each student a copy so they can glue 
the question into their Student Guides.

Students should collect data during their investigation. Guide students in creating their own data table on page 13 of their Student Guides, 
or you can copy the table below and have students glue the table into their Student Guides. 

Suggestions for the column headings to go with Question 1 are: 
 Trial/Number of washers/Lifted to the top? (Yes or No)

Suggestions for column headings to go with Question 2 are:
 Trial/Mass/Lifted to the top? (Yes or No)

Differentiating the Blade Design Investigation
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  Materials

 Procedure

1. Take one cup and cut the tip off so it can slide onto a pencil. This is your base cup.

2. Think of the circle end of the cup like a clock. Imagine where 12, 3, 6, and 9 would be located.

3. Use the hole punch to make two holes opposite each other, very near the rim at 12 o’clock and 6 
o’clock. 

4. Punch two more holes opposite each other 1 1/2 cm from the rim at 3 o’clock and 9 o’clock. 

5. Slide the first straw through the 12 o’clock and 6 o’clock holes. Slide the second straw through the 3 
o’clock and 9 o’clock holes.

6. In the other cups use the hole punch to make two holes opposite each other at 3 o’clock and 9 
o’clock.

7. Color one of these four cups a bright color that is easy to see.

8. Slide one cup onto the end of each straw. Make sure the cups all face the same direction. Tape the cups 
to the straw.

9. Center the straws in the base cup.

10. Slide the base cup over the pencil as shown in the diagram. 

11. Push a straight pin through the middle of each straw and into the pencil eraser. Lightly push the cups to 
make sure the straws spin smoothly.

12. Take your anemometer outside. Hold the anemometer so the colored cup is facing you.

13. Measure the speed of the wind by counting the number of revolutions in 10 seconds. Use the Wind 
Speed Table to find the speed in miles per hour.

 1 Pencil
 5 Snow cone cups
 2 Extra long straws
 Masking tape

 Hole punch
 Scissors
 1 Straight pin
 Marker

 Watch with second hand
 Ruler

Build an Anemometer

MASTER
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MASTER

Make copies of this page and cut apart the tables so each student gets one table. Students should tape the table into their Student Guide 
on page 18 so they have a reference and can record wind speed during their wind speed exploration.

REVOLUTIONS 
PER 10 SEC.

MPH

2-4 1

5-7 2

8-9 3

10-12 4

13-15 5

16-18 6

19-21 7

22-23 8

24-26 9

27-29 10

30-32 11

33-35 12

36-37 13

38-40 14

41-43 15

44-46 16

47-49 17

50-51 18

52-54 19

55-57 20
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  Materials

Students on the outside ring represent 

magnets.

The hula hoop represents coils of 

copper wire.

wind
The jump rope represents 

the transmission line.

Students holding the hula 

hoop represent electrons.

This 

student 

represents 

the wind 

turbine.

The final 

student 

represents a house. 

When the electrons 

reach this student he 

can turn on the light.

Electricity Modeling

 Hula hoop
 Jump rope

 Lamp
 Fan

 Procedure

1. Lay the jump rope on the ground in a straight line; this represents a transmission line. Place the hula hoop over one end of the jump 
rope so the handle is in the middle. The hula hoop represents coils of copper wire.

2. At the opposite end of the jump rope place one student with a lamp. This student represents the house. He or she cannot turn the lamp 
on until the electrons reach him/her. 

3. Have 8-10 students hold onto the hula hoop with their left hand so they are facing the same direction. These students represent 
electrons.

4. Line all but one of the rest of the students up in a ring around the students holding the hula hoop. These students are the magnets.

5. Place one student on the outside of the ring of magnets directly across from the transmission line. This student represents the blades 
of the wind turbine.

6. Review with students that electricity is moving electrons. Electrons are tiny parts of atoms. Many atoms together make up everything 
around us.

7. If the wind is not blowing the magnets are not moving and the electrons aren’t moving, so all of the students should be very still and 
the light should be off. 

8. Turn on the fan so it is gently blowing on the student representing the wind turbine. The student should start moving his arms (blades) 
in large circles.

9. Tell students that the wind is pushing against the blades causing them to move. The blades are connected to a shaft (invisible in this 
demonstration), which starts spinning the magnets. Students should walk in a circle. Now that the magnets are spinning, the force 
between the wire and the magnets allows the electrons to move. 

10. Tap a few of the electron students on the shoulder and have them move down the transmission line. Explain that the electrons travel 
down the wire until they get to our homes or school where they can be used.

11. The electron student should tap the house student on the shoulder and the house student can turn on the lamp.

12. Repeat this simulation and explain the process again. Let students rotate spots so they have an opportunity to play different roles in 
electricity generation. Students should begin to explain what happens at each step.
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Date ___________________________________________

Question: Would the school property be a good place to put a wind 
turbine? Why or why not?

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
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Low-speed shaftRotor Hub

Gear box

High-speed shaft

Generator
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Inside a Wind Turbine

MASTER
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Wind is Energy

Student Text

PRIMARY
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Wind

You cannot see air, but it is all around us.

You cannot see the wind, but you know 
it is there. You hear leaves rustling in the 
trees. You see clouds moving across the sky. 
You feel cool breezes on your skin. Wind is 
moving air. 
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Wind is important. Wind 
helps plants survive. Some 
small plant seeds are very 
light. The wind carries 
them to new places. This 
is an important part of 
nature. The plant seeds 
spread out across the 
land. They land in new 
areas and start to grow. 
Many plant seeds use the 
wind to survive.

Thistle seeds

Seed pods in a tree
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Birds soar in the sky and migrate with the 
help of the wind. Some tiny animals use the 
wind to carry them from one living area to 
another.

Animals also depend 
on wind. Many animals 
use smell to warn them 
of danger. Wind can 
carry smells a long way. 
Animals can stay away 
from predators and 
catch prey with help from the wind.

A flock of geese soars with the wind.
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People all over the 
world use the wind 
every day. Like the 
early Egyptians, many 
people still use the 
wind to power their 
sailboats. In some 
countries, windmills 

are still used to pump 
water from below the 
ground to the surface 
for people and animals 
to drink. 

Sailboats use the wind to move them.
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The wind can be fun, too. Windsurfers use 
wind to move them along the water. Many 
people like to fly kites in the wind. Hang-
gliders use wind to carry them through the 
air like birds.

A hang glider uses the wind to fly.
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Wind moves across water and makes waves 
on lakes and oceans. Wind pushes desert 
sand into dunes and creates sandstorms. The 
wind can start rocks and boulders moving 
down mountains. 

Wind Causes Change

Wind makes waves for surfers.
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Sometimes, the wind is very strong and can 
create storms. A strong storm over the ocean 
is called a hurricane. A powerful storm on 
land can produce a column of rotating air 
called a tornado. These windstorms can 
change the shape of the land.

Wind is energy.

A tornado has very strong winds.
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Wind is energy, but what is 
energy? Energy is many things. 
Energy is the power to change 
things. Energy is the ability to 
do work.

Energy is light.

Energy is sound.

Energy is heat.

Energy makes things move and 
grow.

Energy runs machines. 

Anytime you see light, hear 
sound, feel warmth or cold, 
anytime you move and grow, 
anytime you use a machine, 
energy is involved!

Energy

Light

Sound

Heat

Movement

Runs Machines

e
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All of the energy 
we use is already in 
our world. When we 
use energy it does 
not disappear, it 
simply changes into                      
another form of 
energy. This is 
called the Law of                    

Conservation of 

Energy.

Food provides your body with energy. When 
you eat, that energy does not disappear, 
it changes. Your body changes the energy 
in your food to motion, heat, sound, and 
growth.

The Conservation 

of Energy

e

Food gives us energy.
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HEAT

Gasoline provides energy for our cars. 
When we drive, the energy in gasoline 
changes into motion, heat, and sound.
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Energy in our bodies is changed to motion, 
heat, sound, and growth.

Energy Transformations

The sun has energy. The 
sun’s energy travels to 
Earth as light.

e
The Law of Conservation of Energy states that 

energy does not disappear, it just changes forms.

Plants, like apple trees, corn, and wheat, 
change the sun’s energy into sugars that 
are stored in their fruits and leaves. This 
process is called photosynthesis. Plant 
sugars are full of energy.

People cannot change light into sugars. 
We have to eat food to get energy. Eating 
lets our bodies use the energy stored in 
plants.
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The word work means many things. Many 
adults leave their homes every morning to 
go to their jobs. They go to work. Exercise is 
often called “working out.” Your teacher gives 
you homework to do.

e Energy is Work

Many adults go to work.
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In science, work has a special meaning. Work 
is using a force to move an object across a 
distance. A force is a push or a pull. A force 
uses energy. To do work, there must be 
energy. 

Think about playing soccer. A soccer ball 
cannot move by itself. You must kick it. You 
use the energy you got from food to kick the 
ball. The soccer ball rolls across the field to 
score a goal. You have just done work!

Playing soccer is doing work.
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For many years people have used the  
energy in wind to do work.

People in Egypt wanted a way to travel on 
water easier and faster, so they invented the 
sailboat. 

To make bread, people have to grind the 
grain into fine pieces. This is hard work! A 
long time ago people 
in Persia invented the 
first windmill to grind 
the grain for them. This 
technology spread 
and people in Holland 
became famous for 
their use of windmills. 

Wind Can Do Work

A windmill ground grain
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When Pilgrims came 
to America, they used 
windmills to grind corn, 
pump water, and run 
sawmills.

Today, we use energy 
from the wind to make 
electricity that powers 
our lights and runs our 
machines.

Modern wind turbines can generate electricity

An early american windmill
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The energy in wind 
comes from the sun.        
Energy from the 
sun is called solar 

energy.

The sun shines 
on the Earth. The 
area around the 
middle of the Earth, 
the Equator, gets 
more solar energy than the poles. The solar 
energy heats the air over the Equator more 
than the air over the poles. The warm air 
around the Equator moves toward the cold 
air around the poles. This is wind.

The Wind’s Energy
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Solar energy heats the land and water. The 
air over land warms up faster than the air 
over water. Warm air rises and cool air rushes 
in to take its place. The air is moving. This is 
wind.

Wind forms when some air is hotter than 
other air over the Earth.

1. The sun shines on land and water.

2. Land heats up faster than water.

3. Warm air over the land rises.

4. Cool air over the water moves in.

COOL AIR

WARM
 AIR

How Wind is Formed
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Electricity is the 
power we use to 
run our lights, video 
games, televisions—
anything you plug 
into an outlet uses 
electricity.  Electricity 
does not magically 
come out of the walls 
in your house. 

Electricity is made in 
a generator, where 
magnets spin around 
coils of copper wire.  Today we use wind 
turbines to capture the energy in the wind 
to make electricity.

GENERATOR

MAGNETS

COPPER COILS

ROTATING 
SHAFT

The copper coils spin inside a ring of magnets. This 

creates an electric field, producing electricity.

Wind Can Make 

Electricity

Inside a Generator
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A wind turbine sits on top of a tall tower. At 
the top of the tower is a nacelle where the 
generator with magnets and copper wire 
is kept. On the front of the nacelle is a hub, 
which is where the blades are attached.  

Wind Turbines

Low-speed shaftRotor Hub

Gear box

High-speed shaft

Generator

Low-spRotor Hub

GeGeGeneneraatot r

Blade

Bla
de Nacelle

Tower
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The wind pushes against the blades of 
the turbine. The blades spin and turn a 
long rod, or shaft, that goes from the hub 
into the nacelle. The turning shaft spins 
the generator. The generator changes the 
motion from the wind into electricity.

The electricity then travels through wires to 
get from the wind turbine to your house.

Transformer
steps up voltage
for transmission

Neighborhood 
transformer

steps down voltage

Transmission line
carries electricity

long distances

Transformer on pole
steps down voltage

before entering house

Distribution line
carries electricity

to house

Wind generates
electricity
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A wind turbine can only make electricity 
when the wind is blowing. Sometimes the 
wind does not blow at all, sometimes the 
wind is too strong. A good site for wind 
turbines has to have an average wind speed 
of about 13 miles per hour. Wind turbines do 
not run all of the time.

The amount of 
electricity a turbine 
makes depends on 
its size and the speed 
of the wind. A small 
turbine may help to 
power one home. A 
large  turbine may 
power 300-500 homes. 

Large Wind Turbine
328 feet tall

Small Wind Turbine
80 feet tall

House
25 feet tall

People
6 feet tall

Wind Turbine

Scale Comparison

This comparison illustrates how 

tall an industrial wind turbine 

is. A wind turbine this size could 

generate 1.5 MW of electricity, 

which is enough power for more 

than 300 homes!
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Sometimes there are 
hundreds of turbines 
in one place. This is 
called a wind farm. 
The turbines work 
together to make a 
lot of electricity. A 
wind farm takes up a 
large area of land but the land can 
be used for animals to still graze 
on, or to grow crops.

Scientists study where to put a 
wind farm. This is called siting a 
wind farm. 

To site a wind farm, scientists study the 
wind. They use tools like an anemometer. 
An anemometer spins in the wind and 
measures how fast the wind is blowing.  

An anemometer and wind 

vane combined in one tool.

Wind Farms

A Wind Farm
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Scientists use a wind vane to study the 
direction that the wind blows. A wind vane 
points to where the wind is coming from. 
They also study the birds and animals that 
live in the area.  They study the land. They 
talk to the people in the area.

These are questions the scientists 

need to answer before building a 

wind farm:

Is the wind the right speed?

Will the turbines damage animal 

habitats?

Can the electricity travel from the 

wind farm to the homes where 

people need the electricity?

Will the land support all of the 

turbines for a long time?

Are people willing to live next to a 

wind farm?
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Wind is very strong over water, or offshore. 
On the ocean there is nothing in the way 
to block the wind. The wind blows more  
regularly. The ocean is a good place to build 
a wind farm. These are called offshore wind 

farms. There are twelve countries with 
offshore wind farms. The United States will 
soon start construction on its first offshore 
wind farm off the coast of Massachusetts.

Ocean Wind Farms

An Ocean Wind Farm
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Wind is not the only 
energy source we have 
that can make electricity. 
By burning coal, natural 
gas, and oil we can also 
make large amounts of 
electricity. We also use 
energy in uranium ore to 
make electricity. 

Most of the electricity in the  United States 
comes from these sources. They are called 
nonrenewable energy sources. We find 
these sources in the ground. It takes a long 
time for the Earth to make them again. 

Burning coal, natural gas, and oil also causes 
pollution. Pollution makes our air and water 
dirty.

Coal Natural Gas Uranium

Hydropower Biomass Wind

Petroleum Geothermal Solar

Sources Used to Generate Electricity

Wind is Clean 

and Renewable
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As long as the sun 
shines there will be 
wind moving across 
the Earth. Wind is 
called a renewable 

energy source because solar energy makes 
wind all of the time. We will never run out of 
wind.

Wind turbines do not burn fuel, so they 
do not pollute the air. Wind, like other 
renewables, is a safe, clean energy source for 
making electricity. 

Today wind energy makes only a small 
amount of electricity in the United States. 
However, wind power is growing. There are 
plans for many more wind farms on land and 
in the ocean all over the country and the 
world.
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Glossary

anemometer device used for measuring wind speed
average the middle value 
blade part of the turbine that is pushed by wind
distance the length of a path between two points
electricity a form of energy, moving electrons
electron very tiny, negatively charged subatomic particle that moves around 

the nucleus of the atom
energy the ability to do work or make a change
Equator an imaginary line around the Earth that is equally between both 

poles
force a push or pull
gasoline a fuel used to power vehicles
generator a device that turns motion into electricity
hub connects the blades of a turbine to the shaft
hurricane a strong windstorm over water
lake a body of water surrounded by land
Law of Conservation 
of Energy

energy does not disappear, it simply changes into another form of 
energy

magnet material that is attracted to metals and helps create electricity
migrate to move from one habitat or environment to another
nacelle the part of the turbine that holds the magnets and wire
nonrenewable energy 
sources

sources of energy that cannot be made in a short amount of time

ocean a large body of salty water
offshore wind farm groups of wind turbines in the ocean
photosynthesis plants use light from the sun to make food
pole a location on the end of the Earth or a magnet, North or South Pole
pollution a harmful substance that does not belong in the environment
predator animals that hunt for food
prey animals that are hunted
renewable energy 
sources

sources of energy that can be made or replenished in a short time 

a            cb
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shaft a turning or rotating part that connects the turbine to the 
generator

siting the process of choosing a location for a wind turbine or farm
solar energy radiant energy from the sun
sugar an energy-rich substance made by plants
tornado a strong windstorm over land
tower structural support of the  turbine
turbine a machine of blades that converts kinetic energy of a moving fluid 

to mechanical power
wave the movement of water caused by wind
wind moving air
wind farm groups or clusters of wind turbines that produce large amounts of 

electricity together
wind vane an instrument used to show the direction of the wind
windmill used to grind grain and pump water
work anything that requires energy to make a change
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Wind is Energy 

Evaluation Form

State: ___________     Grade Level: ___________     Number of Students: __________

1. Did you conduct the entire unit? Yes No

2. Were the instructions clear and easy to follow? Yes No

3. Did the activities meet your academic objectives? Yes No

4. Were the activities age appropriate? Yes No

5. Were the allotted times sufficient to conduct the activities? Yes No

6. Were the activities easy to use? Yes No

7. Was the preparation required acceptable for the activities? Yes No

8. Were the students interested and motivated? Yes No

9. Was the energy knowledge content age appropriate? Yes No

10. Would you teach this unit again? Yes No
 Please explain any ‘no’ statement below.

How would you rate the unit overall? excellent good fair poor

How would your students rate the unit overall? excellent good fair poor

What would make the unit more useful to you?

Other Comments:

Please fax or mail to: The NEED Project
 P.O. Box 10101
 Manassas, VA 20108
 FAX: 1-800-847-1820
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